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a b s t r a c t

Increasingly stringent emissions legislation combined with consumer performance demand has created
the need for complex automotive engines. The control of this complex system relies heavily on control
oriented models. Models capable of describing all operating modes of the systems are beneficial, and the
models should be easily parametrized and enable extrapolation. A large database of automotive
compressor maps is characterized, and used to develop, validate and automatically parametrize a
compressor flow model capable of describing reversed flow, normal operation and choke. Measurement
data from both an engine test stand and a surge test stand is used to parametrize and validate the surge
capability of the model. The model is shown to describe all modes of operation with good performance,
and also to be able to extrapolate to small turbo speeds. The extrapolation capability is important, since
compressor maps are shown to lack information for low speeds, even though they frequently operate
there in an engine installation.

& 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Efficiency demands and emissions legislation have lead both
heavy duty and car manufacturers to develop ever more advanced
turbocharged engines (Emmenthal, Hagemann, & Hucho, 1979;
Guzzella, Wenger, & Martin, 2000; Petitjean, Bernardini,
Middlemass, Shahed, & Hurley, 2004). The complexity of the
charging systems is increasing. Currently e.g. series sequential
(Chasse et al., 2008; Galindo, Climent, Guardiola, & Domenech,
2009; Zhang, Deng, Wang, & Zhu, 2008), parallel sequential
(Borila, 1988; Thomasson & Eriksson, 2011) systems or a combina-
tion of a turbo and a mechanical compressor is in production. Both
more stages (Nitta, Minato, & Shimazaki, 2011) as well as the
inclusion of electric machines connected to a turbo or a mechan-
ical compressor shaft are being investigated (Eriksson, Lindell,
Leufvén, & Thomasson, 2012).

The engine control system plays an important role in achieving
the desired turbocharged system behavior. The control system, in
turn, relies on good control oriented models for numerous
applications e.g. observer design (Höckerdal, Frisk, & Eriksson,
2011), control (García-Nieto, Martínez, Blasco, & Sanchis, 2008;
Moulin & Chauvin, 2011; Omran, Younes, & Champoussin, 2009;
Shehata, Abdullah, & Areed, 2009), and diagnosis (Kimmich,
Schwarte, & Isermann, 2005; Nyberg & Stutte, 2004). The aim of
ll rights reserved.
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this paper is to collect the state of the art in compressor knowl-
edge and develops a control oriented compressor model, that is
directly useful in control, estimation and diagnosis applications.

In automotive applications, a turbocharged (TC) engine oper-
ates its turbo, or turbos, with turbo speeds from stand still up to
roughly half of the capacity in the manufacturer map. At higher
altitudes, a higher pressure ratio (Πc) is needed, which means that
also higher speeds can be reached, see e.g. Olsson (2007). The
range of maximum engine torque of a TC engine is related to the
flow range of the compressors used, where surge limits the torque
at low engine speeds, and choke and over-speeding limit the
torque at high engine speeds (see e.g. Leufvén & Eriksson, 2012).
Further, a single stage system can be operated with Πc below
unity, e.g. during engine transients before it has overcome inertia
effects (Casey & Schlegel, 2010). The, for multi-stage systems,
commonly used passive high pressure stage (HP) by-pass (BP)
valve (a spring pre-loaded valve that opens for a large enough
pressure drop across it) will, in fact, force the HP stage compressor
to operate at Πco1 when charging with the low pressure (LP)
stage. This operation also exists as a fail-safe mode for an actively
controlled BP valve, see e.g. Fig. 4(a) where the HP stage is
operated stationary with Πco1.

Turbo performance is commonly measured by the turbo
manufacturer and represented using maps, see Fig. 1 for a sketch.
Normally the map focuses on regions of high engine performance,
i.e. torque and power, while the majority of engine operation is
spent in regions that are not covered in the standard maps.
Neither surge nor choke operation is covered in a standard map.
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Fig. 1. All three turbo compressor operation quadrants important to model for
automotive control applications. One speed line with constant N is shown. The
islands show contours of constant adiabatic efficiency. Some important speed line
points are also marked: pressure ratio at zero flow point ð0; Π̂ c0Þ, corrected mass
flow and pressure ratio at the zero slope line (ZSL) point with positive flow
ðW ZSL ; Π̂ ZSLÞ, and the maximum flow point at zero pressure ratio ðWmax ;0Þ. These
will be used in the Ellipse flow model structure presented in Section 5.2. Note also
that the surge line does not necessarily pass through the ZSL point of a speed line.
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A control oriented model should thus preferably be able to
describe all modes of operation has good extrapolation capability,
and be easy to tune with the restricted available map data.

1.1. Contributions and outline

This paper analyzes and extends the control oriented Ellipse
compressor model that was proposed for car applications in
Leufvén and Eriksson (2011). The model is capable of capturing
all modes of operation (normal, surge and choke/restriction), and
avoids heat transfer modeling through its emphasis on mass flow
to pressure ratio characteristics.

This paper contributes with an analysis of map properties for a
database with 236 maps, for applications ranging from small
automotive to large heavy duty. The data distribution is discussed,
and what a practicing engineer can encounter when working with
modeling and parameter estimation of compressor data is high-
lighted. The knowledge generated in the analysis of the compres-
sor maps is later used for the parametrization process of the
proposed model structure. A compressor flow modeling literature
survey covering all operating modes is then presented. An in-
depth analysis of the Ellipse model structure follows. The analysis
presents a novel automated parametrization process used on the
database maps. The Ellipse model structure is extended and
further validated to also include heavy duty application maps.
The model structure is validated on the database of compressor
maps, and an analysis focusing on the model structure extrapola-
tion capability is presented. Summary and conclusions end
the paper.
2. The compressor map

The goal of the map is to describe the compressor performance,
for all operating conditions. When turbocharger performance is
measured, the characteristics obtained are valid for the inlet
conditions under which the measurements were conducted. To
overcome this deficiency, different correction factors are applied to
scale the performance variables to cover other inlet conditions.
The correction factors are based on the dimensional analysis of the
compression system (Dixon & Hall, 2010). Most maps use cor-
rected mass flow

W ¼Wc

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
T01=Tstd

p
p01=pstd

ð1Þ
and corrected shaft speed

N ¼ Ntcffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
T01=Tstd

p ð2Þ

where pstd and Tstd are referred to as reference conditions, T01 and
p01 are the temperature and the pressure at the compressor inlet
respectively, and Wc and Ntc are the compressor mass flow and the
shaft speed respectively (the nomenclature is provided in
Appendix A). The reference conditions are a key component, and
must be provided in the map. The bar denotes a corrected
quantity, and the compressor model of this paper is given in
corrected quantities. An experimental investigation of compressor
correction quantities for automotive applications is presented in
Leufvén and Eriksson (2012), demonstrating the importance and
correctness of Eqs. (1) and (2).

The compressor map, see e.g. Fig. 1, shows stationary pressure
ratio, Πc ¼ p02=p01, and adiabatic efficiency, ηc , a compressor
achieves as a function of W and N . Here p02 is the pressure in
the control volume after the compressor. When the compressor is
installed as a part of an engine, these pressures are commonly
referred to the air filter control volume pressure paf ð ¼ p01Þ and
compressor control volume pressure pcð ¼ p02Þ. Points of equal N
are normally connected, giving a compressor speed line, denoted
SpL. Points are measured from the smallest mass flow, found at the
surge line, to the largest mass flow where choking can occur.
Choke can lead to a pressure drop over the compressor. Surge is a
dangerous instability and can occur e.g. during a gear shift under
acceleration, where a throttle closing causes a fast reduction in
mass flow.

2.1. Map measurement

The common way to measure a turbo map is in a gas stand
(Heywood, 1988; Watson & Janota, 1982; Zinner, 1985). However,
also other facilities can be used, see e.g. Galindo, Serrano,
Guardiola, and Cervelló (2006) and Leufvén and Eriksson (2010).
Methods for both single stage and multiple stage systems are
presented (Westin & Burenius, 2010). A compressor map is usually
measured as follows. Turbine inlet pressure and temperature are
controlled to maintain a desired N . A valve on the compressor
discharge side is used to vary the back pressure of the compressor,
and thereby W and Πc . The system is given an appropriate time to
stabilize all components thermally at a fixed discharge valve
position, before a stationary compressor map point is measured.
Points are then measured from surge up to choke. Different
standards on how to measure and present map data exist, see
e.g. SAE standard (1995a, 1995b), ASME (1997), and Chapman and
Shultz (2003).

The definition of surge from SAE standard (1995b) has been
analyzed in Galindo et al. (2006) and Andersen, Lindström, and
Westin (2009), and different measures can be used e.g. pressure or
shaft speed oscillations, or increasing temperature of air close to
the impeller entry. A unique broadly accepted definition seems to
be lacking. Surge is, in fact, a system property (Greitzer, 1981), and
compressor characteristics can well be measured down to zero
flow (Fink, Cumpsty, & Greitzer, 1992), and also reversed flow
(Galindo, Serrano, Climent, & Tiseira, 2008). Down to what Πc a
speed line should be measured for larger flows is also an open
question.
3. Experimental data

This section describes the stationary map database, and the
dynamic measurements that are used to generate knowledge and
form the rationale for the control oriented model. A first analysis,
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that serves as a preparation for the parametrization, is performed
using the database.

3.1. Compressor map database

A database of compressor maps, with maps from the main
manufacturers of turbos for automotive application, has been
prepared. Fig. 2 summarizes the database, and presents cumula-
tive distribution of: maximum shaft speed, maximum corrected
mass flow, maximum pressure ratio, ratio between minimum and
maximum corrected shaft speed, number of map points, number
of speed lines, for the compressor map database. It can be seen
that half of the maps have: (i) a minimum speed that is 41% or
more of the maximum, (ii) 45 or more points, (iii) 6 or more speed
lines. This is the type of data that one can expect when parame-
trizing a compressor model. A control oriented model structure
should be capable of describing relevant performance from the
average size map, given by roughly: 6 speed lines with roughly
7 points on each, where the lowest mapped speed line is 41% of
the maximum found in the map. The typical map, of the 236 maps
used to support the analysis of this paper, has: (1) a maximum N
of 180 krpm, (2) a maximum W of 0.21 kg/s, and (3) a maximum
Πc of 2.99. The map database is thus biased towards car sized
compressor maps. Some of the maps contain points measured
down to a pre-defined minimum ηc. More rare are maps measured
the whole way down to the discharge line characteristics of the
gas stand. This line corresponds to the flow restriction the gas
stand piping itself has, and is a function of the gas stand
construction.

The slope dΠc=dW of a SpL will be important in the latter
analysis. Especially the slopes at the end points of a SpL are
interesting, since these contain information of how a SpL can be
extrapolated. For example, if a large negative slope exists at the
maximum W of a SpL, the extrapolation of this SpL down to Πc ¼ 0
(below which compressor operation is physically impossible, since
pressures cannot be negative) will be of good accuracy.

Fig. 3 shows the estimated speed line slope (dΠc=dW ) for the
points with smallest W of a SpL (left) and with largest W (right),
for all maps in the database. The slopes were estimated as the
slope of a straight line passing through the outer most two W
points of each SpL. The x-axis is N normalized by the maximum N
found in each map. A line is fitted to the data to illustrate the
general trends. If these trend-lines are studied, it can be seen that
the upper 40–50% of the N have a zero slope point between
maximum and minimum flows, and thus that a zero slope point
exists on that SpL-measurement. Further only the upper 40% of the
speed lines have a significant negative slope at the maximum flow
point, and thus enable an extrapolation of that SpL down to Πc ¼ 0.
These observations will be important when selecting initial values
for the optimization of the Ellipse flow model parameters, detailed
in Section 5. There, e.g. the initial model parameters for W at the
zero slope point of a SpL will be estimated from only the upper
40% of the map (since the lower part does not have a zero slope
point).
3.2. Test stand experimental data

Test stand experimental data is collected from three different
platforms: (i) a two stage turbocharged engine test stand (see
Fig. 4(a)); (ii) a single stage engine test stand (see Fig. 4(b)); (iii) a
compressor driven by a separate electric motor in a surge test



Fig. 3. Estimated speed line slope (dΠc=dW ) for the points with smallest W of a SpL (left) and with largestW (right), for all maps in the database. The x-axis is N normalized
by the maximum N found in each map. A line is fitted to the data, to illustrate the general trends.
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stand (see Fig. 5). Details of the measurement chain of the engine
test stands can be found in Leufvén (2010).

The surge test stand consists of a turbocharger where the turbine
side has been removed. The driving torque is instead supplied from
an electric motor via a gearbox, see Fig. 5(a). The compressor side
piping consists of a straight inlet pipe with measurement stations for
pressure and temperature. The discharge pipe contains a throttle
used to control the operating point and measurement stations for
temperature, pressure and mass flow. Ntc is measured and controlled
using the electric motor. Continuous surge operation was possible for
long periods of time, see Fig. 5(b). The reader is referred to Andersen
et al. (2009) for more details on the surge test rig setup and the
measurement chain.
4. Control oriented compressor models and MVEM

This section reviews related flow models available in the
literature, and introduces the mean value engine modeling
(MVEM) used in Sections 5.5.1 and 6.

4.1. Modeling normal, choke and surge operation

The basic operation of automotive turbochargers is presented in
e.g. Watson and Janota (1982) and Zinner (1985), and a vast range of
compressor flow models for the normal operating region are
available in the literature, see Moraal and Kolmanovsky (1999) for
a control oriented summary. For control applications, the modeling
approaches used range from pure curve fitting based models (e.g.
Eriksson et al., 2002; Guzzella & Amstutz, 1998; Müller, Hendricks,
& Sorenson, 1998), dimensionless number modeling (e.g. Jensen,
Kristensen, Sorenson, Houbak, & Hendricks, 1991; Thomasson &
Eriksson, 2011), and physics based models of different computa-
tional cost (e.g. Gravdahl & Egeland, 1997; Oh, Yoon, & Chung, 2002;
Zhuge, Zhang, Zheng, Yang, & He, 2009).

Choking is discussed and modeled in Watson and Janota (1982).
Dixon and Hall (2010) and Gravdahl and Egeland (1999) model the
inducer, impeller and diffuser choke flow, assuming that all flow
processes are adiabatic and that the fluid is a perfect gas. The
choke mass flow, assuming that choking occurs in the impeller and
that the flow is isentropic, is modeled in Gravdahl and Egeland
(1997) and Swain (2005), and is still an active field, see e.g. Casey
and Schlegel (2010). Restriction compressor operation is discussed
in a number of papers, see e.g. Shaaban (2004), Müller et al.
(2005), and Casey and Schlegel (2010), where the compressor is
modeled as a typical turbine nozzle characteristic with poor
efficiency.

Surge modeling is described in numerous papers. Compressor
characteristic during surge is modeled e.g. in Hansen, Jørgensen,
and Larsen (1981), Willems (1997), Rakopoulos, Michos, and
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Giakoumis (2005), Theotokatos and Kyrtatos (2001), and
Grigoriadis (2008), where the most common model is a third
order polynomial which is also used here. The process for reversed
flow is modeled as isothermal (Galindo et al., 2008, 2011). Another
important point of a full compressor characteristic is the zero flow
pressure build up (denoted as Π̂ c0 in the sequel), which is modeled
e.g. in Theotokatos and Kyrtatos (2001), Grigoriadis (2008),
Dehner, Selamet, Keller, and Becker (2010), Gravdahl, Willems,
de Jager, and Egeland (2000), Gravdahl, Egeland, and Vatland
(2001), Tauzia, Hetet, Chesse, Grosshans, and Mouillard (1998),
Rakopoulos et al. (2005) using radial equilibrium theory. The radial
equilibrium models have also been shown to give good fit to
measured data in Galindo et al. (2008, 2011).

The model presented in this paper belongs to the grey-box family,
where the physics is used in the basis functions to ensure sound
extrapolation. Compared to previous efforts, all modes of operation
are incorporated into the model structure, and no detailed geometric
information is needed. The empirical basis functions improve the
model fit, compared to pure physics based models, while still
enabling automated parametrization and low computational cost.

4.2. Mean value engine modeling (MVEM)

The full system validation in this paper relies on MVEM,
originally coined in Hendricks (1989) and Hendricks and
Sorenson (1990). Component based MVEM of TC spark ignited
(SI) engines is outlined in Eriksson et al. (2002) and Eriksson
(2007). The baseline model is developed and validated in
Andersson (2005) and has been extended to handle surge in
Bergström and Leufvén (2007) and Leufvén and Eriksson (2008).
The extension utilizes the model by Moore–Greitzer (Greitzer,
1981) that introduces a compressor mass flow state.

The TCSI model structure uses restrictions (air filter, compres-
sor, intercooler, throttle, engine, turbine, exhaust system) inter-
connected with control volumes, and further extended with surge
and wastegate valves. There are 14 states: six pairs of control
volume pressures and temperatures, turbo shaft speed and com-
pressor mass flow.
5. The compressor model

This section starts with a brief description of sub-models that
commonly make up a compressor model, and the deep surge cycle
properties that will be the goal of the surge modeling. The rest of
the section is then devoted to the main contribution of the paper,
the Ellipse compressor Π̂�model.

To include surge capability in the compressor flow model, the
approach in Greitzer (1981) is used, introducing a state for the
compressor mass flow Wc according to

dWc

dt
¼ πD2

c

4Lc
� ðp̂�pcÞ ð3Þ

where

p̂ ¼ Π̂ � paf ð4Þ

and Dc is the compressor diameter, Lc is the duct length. pc and paf
are set by the system, while p̂ (and Π̂ ) is a measure of the pressure
that the compressor builds given an operating point, and only for
stationary operation is pc ¼ p̂. This has implications for the highly
non-stationary surge cycle. Here the rapid changes in W mean
that there must be a large difference between the pressure
measured in the control volume after the compressor (pc) and p̂
(the pressure in the control volume before the compressor times
the modeled Π̂ ), see the discussions in Section 5.5.

The compressor model has further sub-models describing:
outlet temperature, Tc

Tc ¼ Taf
Πðγ�1Þ=γ

c �1
ηc

þ 1

 !
ð5Þ

and consumed torque, Tqc

Tqc ¼ 30=π
ðTc�Taf ÞcpWc

Ntc
ð6Þ

where γ; cp are gas properties taken as constants due to the small
variations in inlet gas properties, and ηc is the compressor
adiabatic efficiency. The ηc�model for all compressor operating
regions from Leufvén and Eriksson (2011) is used here. The
dynamics for the shaft speed Ntc are given by the turbo shaft
torque balance

dðNtcπ=30Þ
dt

¼ 1
Jtc
ðTqt�Tqc�Tqtc;fricÞ ð7Þ

where Tqt is the torque supplied from the turbine, Tqtc;fric is the
shaft friction and Jtc is the turbocharger inertia.
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5.1. Deep surge cycle properties

Two deep surge cycle properties, identified in Leufvén and
Eriksson (2011), will be the goal of the surge modeling. A deep
surge cycle is defined as a break down of flow through the
compressor, followed by a rapid transition to fully reversed flow.
The pressure after the compressor (pc) then rapidly decreases, and
the compressor is again able to maintain positive flow. A rapid
transition to forward flow occurs, and pc increases to end the cycle.
The two deep surge cycle properties are

tsc; cycle time of a deep surge cycle ðsÞ

ΓΠcs ¼
ðΠc;max�Πc;minÞ
ðΠc;max�1Þ ð�Þ

where Πc;max and Πc;min are the largest and smallest Πc during a
surge cycle. The properties are exemplified using engine test stand
surge measurements in Fig. 4(b), which show also pressure and
shaft speed variations for a typical surge cycle.

5.2. Ellipse compressor Π̂�model

The model is divided into three distinct regions, depending on
W , to cover all operating modes. With reference to Fig. 1, these
regions approximately correspond to: negative flow, unstable
branch, and nominal and choke.

In this distinction, the point on a SpL with zero slope line (ZSL)
is important. This point is not necessarily at the surge line, but is
for most maps found close to the surge line (Hansen et al., 1981).
Thus most map points have W larger than that at the ZSL. Two
basis functions of the model structure describe the ZSL-points of a
map; W at ZSL (¼W ZSL), and Π̂ at ZSL (¼ Π̂ZSL). It is then
recognized that a compressor SpL falls of gradually with increa-
sing W . For large W the SpL tends to be vertical. This behavior is
modeled as a generalized ellipse (motivating the model name)
starting at the ZSL-point and having a vertical slope at a maximum
W found at Πc ¼ 0. The maximum mass flow is described
by a basis function in the model structure (¼Wmax). The eccen-
tricity of the ellipses (the SpL) is modeled using two basis
functions (¼C1, C2), and the model does have similarities, but
does not strictly speaking correspond to an ellipse.

The model structure extends from the ZSL-point to a vertical
slope at Wmax. The flow model, for normal operating, is thus made
up by a generalized ellipse with its major and minor axes, as well
as the eccentricity parametrized as a function of N . The ellipse
starts in the (W ;Πc)-point (W ZSL ; Π̂ZSL) and ends in (Wmax;0), with
eccentricity given by C1;C2, see Fig. 1.

For positive W smaller than the ZSL, a third order polynomial is
used as a model between the ZSL point and Π̂ c0. The pressure build
up at zero flow is in its turn modeled using ΓΠcs .

A turbine like behavior is used as a model for negative W . This
model is parametrized as three constants, independent of N . The
constants Wt , Π̂ ct and Kct give the shape of this turbine like
characteristic.

To model equations are summarized as

W4W ZSL

Π̂ ¼ 1� W�W ZSL

Wmax�W ZSL

 !C1
0
@

1
A

1=C2

Π̂ZSL

C1 ¼ f C1
ðNÞ

C2 ¼ f C2
ðNÞ

Wmax ¼ f Wmax
ðNÞ

W ZSL ¼ f W ZSL
ðNÞ

Π̂ZSL ¼ f Π̂ ZSL
ðNÞ

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
0oWoW ZSL

Π̂ ¼ Π̂ c0 þ b2W
2 þ b3W

3

b2 ¼ 3ðΠ̂ZSL�Π̂ c0Þ=W
2
ZSL

b3 ¼�2ðΠ̂ZSL�Π̂ c0Þ=W
3
ZSL

Π̂ c0 ¼ Π̂ZSL�f ΓΠcs
ðNÞðΠ̂ZSL�1Þ

ΓΠcs ¼ f ΓΠcs
ðNÞ

8>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>:

Wo0 Π̂ ¼ Π̂ c0 þ ð1�ðW=b1Þ2Þ�1=Kct�1b1
�

¼ Wtffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1�ðΠ̂ ct�Π̂ c0 þ 1Þ�Kct

q ð8Þ

where the parameters (bi; iA1;2;3 and Π̂ c0) are only intermediate
variables, enabling the model SpL to be continuous in Π̂ and the
first derivative dΠ̂=dW , at the two model region switching points
(W ¼ 0 and W ¼W ZSL).

The Ellipse flow model contains 14 parameters (denoted c)
within the different basis functions to describe all the three
quadrants of compressor operation. The following subsections will
first describe the basis function fi:

iAfC1;C2;Wmax;W ZSL ; Π̂ZSL ;ΓΠcs g ð9Þ
and an automated model parametrization process will then be
described. The normal operating region is first discussed, followed
by surge modeling discussions.

It should be noted that the Ellipse model describes the
connection between W and Π̂ . The motivation for this is that,
while ηc presented in a map is largely affected by heat transfer, the
flow/pressure-behavior is insensitive to changes in heat transfer,
see e.g. Shaaban (2004), Cormerais, Hetet, Chesse, and Maiboom
(2006), Casey and Fesich (2009), and Sirakov and Casey (2011).
Thus, a detailed heat transfer modeling effort is avoided.

5.3. Normal region (W4W ZSL)

Both W ZSL and Π̂ZSL are expected to increase with N . For N ¼ 0,
W ZSL ¼ 0 and Π̂ZSL ¼ 1 are expected. An increasing Wmax with
increasing N is expected, until the inducer chokes, see Gravdahl
and Egeland (1997) and Dixon and Hall (2010).

5.3.1. Eccentricity: f C1
and f C2

The first two Ellipse model functions enable an N�dependent
eccentricity of the ellipse (compare ððW�W ZSLÞ=ðWmax�W ZSLÞÞ
C1 þ ðΠ̂=Π̂ZSLÞC2 ¼ 1). Five different versions of the eccentricity basis
functions C1 and C2 were tested: a single constant C1 ¼ C2 ¼ c0;
a single affine function in N as C1 ¼ C2 ¼ c0 þ c1N; C1 ¼ C2 ¼
c0 þ c1N

c2 ; C1 ¼ C2 ¼ c1 þ c2N þ c2N
2
; and finally the proposed

structure as C1 ¼ c1;0 þ c1;1N and C2 ¼ c2;0 þ c2;1N
c2;2 . The following

f C1
and f C2

were found to balance model simplicity and descriptive
capabilities for the map database

f C1
ðNÞ ¼ c1;0 þ c1;1N

f C2
ðNÞ ¼ c2;0 þ c2;1N

c2;2 ð10Þ

where ci;j are real valued constants.

5.3.2. Maximum corrected mass flow: fWmax

A first order polynomial is proposed to model maximum
corrected mass flow Wmax

fWmax
ðNÞ ¼ c3;0 þ c3;1N ð11Þ

where c3;040 gives a positive flow also for N ¼ 0 (i.e. a standstill
turbo), and c3;140 gives an increasing maximum W for increasing
N . A minimum selector can be added to physically correspond to a
choked inducer flow, Wci, according to

~f Wmax
¼minðWci; f Wmax

Þ
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where the minimum selector emphasizes that no further increase
in W is possible, independent of increases in N . This was not
used here.

If an ellipse SpL is fitted to each SpL of a map, the Wmax�values
can be plotted against N . Here it is important to note that in order
for the Ellipse SpL to give reasonable extrapolation (down to
Πc ¼ 0) focus should be on SpL with higher N . This since these
SpL will have the steeper slope at high W . Fig. 6 presents
normalized estimated maximum W (found at Π ¼ 0) vs. normal-
ized N . Since the estimation relies on extrapolation using the slope
of a SpL, only the upper SpL (with N460% �maxðNÞ) are plotted.
These SpL have a large slope, see Fig. 3. For smaller N , with
typically a small slope also at the maximum W of the SpL, the SpL-
model parameter optimization typically resulted in a
Wmax�estimate only slightly larger than the maximum W of that
SpL, and with a very sharp eccentricity (C1 and C2).

An affine function is also fitted to the data and marked with a
solid line (together with the best least squares fit parameters)

Wmax

Wmax;map
¼ k3;0 þ k3;1

N

Nmax;map
ð12Þ

Note that the indicated parameters k3;0 and k3;1 are deliberately
indicated with k to separate them from the Ellipse basis function
parameters c. The parameters k indicate the best fit between the C3
normalized by the maximum flow of each map and N normalized
by the maximum N of each map. The parameters are also fitted to
all the maps of the database. However, the indicated parameters
(k3;0 and k3;1) can be used as initial estimates for a model
parameter optimization over all map points, given only Wmap;max

and Nmax;map.
5.3.3. Zero slope corrected mass flow: fW ZSL

The equation for the zero slope mass flow model is

f W ZSL
ðNÞ ¼ 0þ c4;1N

c4;2 ð13Þ

where the 0 emphasizes physically sound W ¼ 0 for N ¼ 0. An
Ellipse SpL-model was parametrized to each map SpL (thus
neglecting the N�dependence in the model equations), using
nonlinear least squares. Obtained W ZSL�points are presented in
Fig. 7. Since the estimation tries to find the zero slope W , only
higher N (with N ¼ 60% �maxðNÞ) are plotted. This since lower SpL
do not have a zero slope point, see Fig. 3.
Fig. 6. Normalized estimated maximum W (found at Π ¼ 0) vs. normalized N .
Since the estimation relies on extrapolation using the slope of a SpL, only the upper
SpL (with N460% �maxðN Þ) are plotted. These SpL have a large slope, see Fig. 3. A
function of the form (11) is also fitted to all these normalized data points, and
marked with a solid line (together with the function parameters).
The W ZSL and N are here normalized by the maximum W and
maximum N found in each map, respectively. In Fig. 7, each point
represents a single speed line of a map. The points for each SpL of a
map are connected with a dashed line. The proposed basis function
(13) gives a good description. The red solid line is the least squares
fit to all points of all maps of the database, and can be used as
initial parameter estimates given only Wmap;max and Nmax;map. It is
important to note that the proposed Ellipse structure basis function
W ZSL is parametrized to a single map in applications, while the
figure shows all maps together (thereby giving the “noisy” look). As
in Section 5.3.2, the model parameters indicated in the figure can
be used as initial values in an optimization using the maximum
flow and speed found in a map (to go from k4j to c4j).

5.3.4. Zero slope pressure ratio: f Π̂ ZSL

The pressure ratio at the zero slope point is modeled as

f Π̂ ZSL
ðNÞ ¼ 1þ c5;1N

c5;2 ð14Þ

where the 1 emphasizes physically sound Π̂ ¼ 1 for N ¼ 0. As in
Section 5.3.3, Ellipse model parameters were estimated for each
SpL of each map in the database. All N were used, since all SpL
contain a maximum Πc, either as a local maximum or in the point
near the surge that is a point with a small slope.

The pressure ratio at the zero slope point is shown in Fig. 8. In
the figure each point represents a single SpL of each map, and the
points of each map are connected using dashed lines. The solid red
line represents the least squares best fit for all maps of the
database. Given the normalization as indicated by the axis, the
line shows remarkable agreement for all points. As in the previous
two sections, the indicated parameter values can be used as initial
values for a model parameter optimization (using the maximum
Πc and N of a map to go from k5j to c5j). Two points can be made
here. Since normal compressor operation is mainly in regions with
a small SpL slope, the basis function (14) can in itself be used as a
compressor flow model for this region, e.g. assuming the speed
lines to be horizontal. Further, given only values of Πc;max and Nmax

the parameter values indicated in Fig. 8, together with the
normalization, can be used if no map at all exists as

Π̂ ¼ ðΠc;max�1Þ 1þ k5;1
N

Nmax

 !k5;2
0
@

1
Aþ 1
Fig. 7. Normalized W at the zero slope point of maps vs. normalized N . Since the
estimation tries to find the zero slope W , only higher N (with N460% �maxðN Þ)
are plotted. This since lower SpL do not have a zero slope point, see Fig. 3. A basis
function of the form (13) fitted to all the normalized data points is also shown. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure caption, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)



Fig. 8. ðΠ̂ ZSL�1Þ=ðΠ̂max;map�1Þ for each SpL of each map in the database vs. (map)
normalized N . Each point in the plot represents estimation on a single SpL of each
map. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure caption, the reader
is referred to the web version of this article.)
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For compressor models making use of interpolation, it is
recommended to exploit the inherent curvature seen in Fig. 8,
especially if the map grid is sparse in N . This since using a linear
interpolation can result in poor approximation.
5.3.5. Zero flow pressure ratio: f Π̂ c0

The experimental data indicates that ΓΠcs � 30–35% is a good
approximation if no surge data exists. ΓΠcs ¼ 30% is also chosen as
the initial value for the parametrization process described in the
next section. For compressor maps having points with lower mass
flow than the zero slope line, another method can be used to
shape the speed lines. Given the model structure from (8), non-
linear optimization can be used to find the parameters of f Π̂ c0

to
obtain best fit to the map points. If no surge data is available for a
map, the recommendation would be to use ΓΠcs ¼ 30%. This is
indeed chosen for most of the maps of the database, due to the
lack of surge data.

5.4. Parametrization for normal region

This section presents the automated parametrization process
used to enable a quantitative analysis of the model structure. The
process was necessary to avoid manually setting initial values for
the full nonlinear least squares parameter optimization.

The process was divided into the following steps: (i) estimate
the parameters of (9) for each N; (ii) fit initial estimates of the C3–6

model parameters (denoted ~C3–6); (iii) considering the initial
estimates ~C3–6 as locked, estimate initial C1–2; and finally (iv) a
full nonlinear least squares optimization starting at the initial
values.

In the first step, a nonlinear least squares method was used.
The initial conditions for the optimization were found from map
values at the current SpL: ~C3 ¼ 1:05 �maxðW SpLÞ, ~C4 ¼minðW SpLÞ,
~C5 ¼maxðΠc;SpLÞ. The initial value for ΓΠcs was set to 0.3, see
Section 5.3.5. The initial values of the eccentricity parameters were
put equal, and an iterative search with ~C1 ¼ ~C2A ½1;9� was con-
ducted. To avoid having less points than parameters to optimize
over for a given SpL, eight points were added in close vicinity of
the map points. The points were evenly distributed at a maximum
distance of ΔW ¼ 0:5% �maxðW SpLÞ from the map points. The
pressure ratio of these additional points was calculated using
estimates of the SpL slope for each map point.
The parameters ~C estimated for each individual SpL were then
used to make initial estimates of the corresponding basis function
parameters ~cij, iA ½1;6�. The parameters ~C j, jAf1;2;3;4;6g, were
considered to be uncertain for SpL having No60% � Nmax. This
uncertainty in the parameters stem from the small slope of these
lower SpL, thus making the nonlinear least squares insensitive to
parameter changes for these N . However, the Π̂ZSL�estimation is
considered to be of good quality, since all SpL (of most maps) have
their maximum Π at a point with a small slope, and the estimation
of the Π̂ZSL�model parameters ~c5;i; i¼ 1;2 was conducted over all
N of the maps.

The initial parametrization of the eccentricity basis functions
was conducted using least squares.

The criterion in the optimization for the fourth, and last step,
was to minimize the squared distance between Πmap and Π̂model for
all map points. Modeled Π̂ for W larger than the modeled
maximum flow C3 is not defined in the structure, and was
taken as 0.

The initially estimated ~C3–5 are presented in Figs. 6, 7 and 8,
respectively. These figures thus show a single point for each
individual SpL in all maps of the database, and the points from
each map estimation are connected using dashed lines.
5.5. Surge modeling parametrization

This section first discusses surge modeling properties in gen-
eral, and then describes how experimental data can be used to
further analyze the model properties.

First it is recognized that the exact SpL shape, for W A ½0;W ZSL�,
is not of great importance for the surge behavior, see Hansen et al.
(1981). It can also be seen in (3), where the change in pc is given by
the emptying and filling dynamic of the downstream control
volume, and p̂ is given by the compressor model. The slope of a
SpL is positive in this region, Greitzer (1981), Fink et al. (1992), and
Galindo et al. (2008), and the difference ðp̂�pcÞ is therefore large,
and the region is passed quickly. The, for surge, important
parameter Π̂ c0 (pressure ratio at zero flow) has been recognized
in e.g. Theotokatos and Kyrtatos (2001), and is here modeled as a
function of the parameter ΓΠcs , see (8).

The importance of Π̂ c0 comes from the fact that the
Πc�trajectory, during deep surge, has to enclose the point
ðW ¼ 0; Π̂ c0Þ. This is seen in (3), where p̂ has to lead pc to increase
Wc and take the compressor out of reversed flow. The trajectory is
given by the compressor characteristics and the system properties.

If surge simulations are studied in detail, it is revealed that
Πc � Π̂ is a good approximation, apart from during the rapid
transition periods when the compressor flow changes sign. Hence,
maximum and minimum Πc during a surge cycle approximately
give Π̂ZSL and Π̂ c0 of the model, respectively. Measurement data of
Πc during surge can therefore be used to assess ΓΠcs . Further, the
pressure p̂0 ¼ paf � Π̂ c0 is the pressure of the downstream control
volume needed for the compressor to go from negative to positive
Wc, which will affect tsc.
5.5.1. Effect from ΓΠcs , W t, Π̂ ct , Kct on the surge properties
The intermediate variable b1 is given by algebraic constraints

(8), forcing all SpL through ðWt ; Π̂ ctÞ. To investigate how the other
Ellipse model parameters affect the surge properties from Section
5.1, an MVEM of the surge test rig is used. Each of the four model
parameters (ΓΠcs ;Wt ; Π̂ ct ;Kct), describing the characteristics for W
less than the ZSL-point, is varied 7f10%;30%g from nominal
values of ΓΠcs ¼ 49%, Wt ¼�0:059, Π̂ ct ¼ 10 and Kct ¼ 0:5. Mea-
surement of deep continuous surge is compared to a simulation
with the nominal values in Fig. 12, showing good agreement.
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The resulting sensitivity in the surge properties is summarized
in Table 1. The most important parameters are found to be ΓΠcs

(giving Π̂ c0) and Wt .
Table 1
Sensitivity of the surge properties with respect to changes in the Ellipse model
parameters. The parameters are varied 7f10%;30%g from nominal, tsc ¼ 81 ms
and ΓΠcs ¼ 54%.

Surge
prop. change

ΓΠcs W t Π̂ ct Kct Param. change

Δtsc 19% (�20%) �4% (5%) 0% (�1%) �1% (1%) +30% (�30%)
6% (�7%) �1% (1%) 0% (�0%) �0% (0%) +10% (�10%)

ΔΓΠcs 26% (�27%) 1% (�1%) �0% (0%) 0% (�0%) +30% (�30%)
9% (�9%) 0% (�0%) �0% (0%) 0% (�0%) +10% (�10%)

Table 2
Surge test stand measurements in normal and continuous surge operation. Upper
part: deep surge at different N . ΓΠcs � 50% independent of N . Lower part: one N
with different meanðWthÞ. The two last rows show that, for deep surge, an increase
in meanðWthÞ with 10% only decreases ΓΠcs with o1%.

Ntc [krpm] meanðWthÞ [g/s] Πc;max [-] Πc;min [–] ΓΠcs [–] (%)

80 15.0 1.35 1.17 51
91 17.8 1.45 1.23 49
99 21.9 1.53 1.26 51
110 25.0 1.66 1.33 50
120 28.5 1.79 1.39 50
131 30.4 1.96 1.48 50
140 38.5 2.10 1.54 51

130 55.1 1.88 1.87 2
130 49.0 1.89 1.88 2
130 42.9 1.90 1.87 3
131 42.6 1.91 1.87 4
131 37.9 1.94 1.82 13
131 33.0 1.94 1.48 49
131 30.4 1.96 1.48 50

Fig. 9. Measured surge in an engine test stand. Each row shows multiple surge period
bottom. Left: Πc�traces. Right: calculated ΓΠcs .
5.5.2. Surge rig data
The test rig is further described in Andersen et al. (2009), and

some of the data are presented in Table 2. ΓΠcs is calculated using
continuous surge measurements at constant N , see Fig. 12, where
the compressor is operated at a typical “limit cycle”. ΓΠcs is found
to be � 50% for a wide range of N for this compressor. Further, if
several data sets with N ¼ const are studied in more detail, it is
found that once deep surge is established, ΓΠcs shows only a small
dependence of mean mass flow. Note that the third last row of
Table 2 shows ΓΠcs for mild surge, and also that points with larger
flow have a non-zero ΓΠcs .

5.5.3. Engine test stand data
Fig. 9 presents multiple typical surge measurements, seen as

oscillations in e.g. pressures and turbo speed, at tip-out from an
engine test stand. A number of tip-outs were initiated for each
initial engine operating point, and a number of initial engine
operating points were tested.

It can be seen that when deep surge is established, surge is
repeatable with remarkable accuracy, although the behavior of the
first and last cycles of the surge periods can differ, where some
cycles show a mild surge behavior. The right plots show ΓΠcs ,
where an increasing trend in ΓΠcs for decreasing Πc can be seen.
When the surge period is over ΓΠcs goes to zero. Since Ntc

decreases during the tip-outs, it is not possible to get a correct
value of ΓΠcs . The maximum pressure ratio during a surge cycle
(Πc;max of Section 5.1) is here taken as the peak following an
associated Πc;min�value, giving an approximation of ΓΠcs . An
increasing trend in ΓΠcs can be seen for decreasing Πc .
6. Validation

The validation is divided into three parts. Normal operation
modeling is first validated. The low speed extrapolation capability
is then validated, followed by a surge modeling validation. Note
s initiated from the same engine operating point. Initial Πc decreases from top to
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that the models are parametrized on the component level, and
that small component model errors might result in large errors on
a system level. This can be handled following the methodology
presented in e.g. Wahlström and Eriksson (2011), for which the
model structure is well suited.
6.1. Normal operation

Normal operation was considered to be represented by the
operating points in the compressor maps of the database. One
should though keep in mind that some of the maps contained SpL
measured down to very low ηc . Since the parametrization
process of the model structure was automated, all maps in the
database were used. A summary of the mean and maximum
relative model errors is first presented. Three representative maps
are then selected, and presented to show the model structure
properties.

The model is compared to the map in Fig. 10. The left plot
shows mean absolute relative error for map points with ηc460%
(“normal” operating region), and for all map points. The right plot
shows maximum absolute relative error. Note the different y-axis
scalings of the plots. It can be seen that the mean errors are less
than 2.5% and 4% for the ηc460% (normal operating range) and
Fig. 10. Left: mean absolute relative error for map points with ηc460% (“normal” op

Fig. 11. Representative model fits for three different sized (from small car to truck applica
model. Very good agreement is found throughout the entire map. The model SpL are a
for all points respectively, for most of the maps. Also the maximum
relative error for the normal operating range is small. It can also be
seen that the Ellipse structure struggles for a few of the maps in
the database. This can be a consequence of the least squares
estimation getting stuck in a local minimum or a “strangely”
shaped map.

Further validations are presented in Fig. 11. The figure presents
what was considered to be three representative model fits (not the
best, and not the worst fit models). Three compressors of different
sizes were selected, representing flow ranges from (from left to
right) a small car compressor up to a truck compressor. The circles
represent map points, and the solid line is the Ellipse model. The
model SpL are also extended down to maximum flow, and also
down to zero flow to show the extrapolation. Very good agree-
ment is found throughout the entire map for the small and large
compressors, while the center model seems to underestimate W
at ZSL of the map.
6.2. Surge operation

Mean value engine models (MVEM) are used to validate the
surge modeling. Two models were constructed; one for the surge
test stand, and one engine test stand.
erating region), and for all map points. Right: maximum absolute relative error.

tion) compressors. The circles represent map points, and the solid line is the Ellipse
lso extended down to maximum flow, and also down to zero flow.
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6.2.1. Surge test stand surge
The surge test stand MVEM consists of a compressor, two

control volumes and a restriction. These are parametrized to
correspond to the geometries and physical behavior from mea-
surements. The results are shown in Fig. 12, where it is seen that
measured and modeled tsc and pressure oscillations are in good
agreement. The upper plot shows a stable operating close to surge,
where a good agreement between stationary modeled and mea-
sured Πc is demonstrated. The lower plot shows an operating
point in deep surge, where both the modeled tsc and ΓΠcs are in
good agreement.

6.2.2. Engine test stand surge
The full TCSI MVEM developed in Andersson (2005) is

extended with the Ellipse compressor model. The same engine
used to parametrize the MVEM was driven in surge and measured.
These measurements are here compared to the extended MVEM.
The measured and modeled pressure oscillations are well modeled
both in amplitude and frequency, both for stable operation before
surge is initiated and during deep surge, see Fig. 13. The last
modeled surge cycle deviates slightly from the measured, indicat-
ing a small error in tsc.
7. Low speed extrapolation capability

Many of the available compressor maps contain measured
points starting at approximately half of Nmax, see Fig. 2. All
compressors, though, are started from standstill at some occasion,
and many automotive applications make use of only the lower part
of the compressor map (unless operated at altitude, see e.g.
Leufvén & Eriksson, 2012; Olsson, 2007). The extrapolation cap-
ability of the model structure is thus important, in particular since
compressor speed lines found in a map commonly represent only
the upper half of the compressor N range, see Fig. 2.

This investigation makes use of the compressor maps, where
measurements for low speed lines are available. An Ellipse model
is parametrized using only the upper half N of the map, and the
extrapolation capability of the model is then validated against the
measured lower SpL of the maps.
Fig. 12. Modeled and measured surge rig Πc , for a constant N ¼ 130 krpm for two
Wth. Upper: Wth close to surge. Lower: operating point with deep surge.

Fig. 13. Engine test stand measured and MVEM simulated compressor control
volume pressure for a surge transient.
A total of 29 compressor maps were extracted out of the
database. The selection criteria were that the maps should have:
minðNmapÞo0:3 �maxðNmapÞ, at least 90 points, and maxðΠmapÞ4
2:8. The maps passing these criteria were having Wmax;mapA
½0:1;0:34� kg=s, and thus mainly of car or small truck sizes. The
model parameter re-optimization to only the upper N was con-
ducted using nonlinear least squares. The starting point for this
optimization was the optimized parameters for all N . During the
re-optimization, the model parameters that changed the most
were c41 and c51 (indicating a high model parameter sensitivity for
these parameters).

The resulting mean and maximum absolute relative errors are
presented in Fig. 14. It can be seen that the extrapolation capability
of the Ellipse model structure is good, but for a few of the maps
the extrapolation is less accurate. The lower SpL points (which was
not included in the parametrization) have mean relative errors of
less than 3% for most of the maps, for both map points with more
than ηc460% and for all points. Also the maximum errors found
are small.
8. Summary and conclusions

A database of 236 compressor maps has been analyzed, show-
ing several interesting properties. A normal compressor map
contains approximately 45 points over 6 speed lines, with shaft
speeds starting at 41% of maximum shaft speed. A zero slope point
and a significant negative slope at the maximum mass flow are
normally only found for speed lines with N460% �maxðNÞ. The
knowledge generated from the database is used to build a compact
but descriptive control oriented compressor model.

Normal and choke compressor operations can be modeled
using ellipses, and extended to describe surge. The parametriza-
tion can be automated given a compressor map and data from
surge. The proposed basis functions for the curve fitting are
validated on a database of compressor maps, and are shown to
give good description for a wide range of automotive com-
pressors, both single stage and two stage. The basis functions are
physically motivated, and ensure a sound extrapolation capability.
The ellipse model has good performance for normal operation, as
well as for surge and operation with pressure ratios less
than unity.

The automated parametrization is shown to give less than 3%
mean absolute relative error for the normal operating region, for
more than 200 of the maps. The corresponding maximum absolute
relative error is less than 15% for all normal points, for more than
200 of the maps. Good extrapolation capability is important since
no data is available for lower turbo speeds. Linear interpolation
between different speed lines is an approximation, and the
interpolation is better handled using the proposed Ellipse struc-
ture. Especially the very good fit of the Π̂ZSL�basis function can be
exploited. The Ellipse model structure is shown to extrapolate to
small turbo speeds with good performance.

The conclusions of the surge rig and engine test stand experi-
ments are that ΓΠcs can be used to model Π̂ c0. If no available surge
data exists, a constant value of ΓΠcs A ½30;50�% will give a good
approximation. Further, deep surge cycles are highly repeatable,
and ΓΠcs shows only a small dependency of mean mass flow. Surge
pressure oscillations can be seen in measured data down to
pressure ratios of close to unity, and are not limited to high
pressure ratios/high shaft speeds. The deep surge cycle frequency
is mainly given by the emptying and filling dynamics in combina-
tion with the compressor characteristics, where pressure build up
at zero mass flow is most important. An MVEM together with the
proposed Ellipse model can be used to model compressor surge
with good accuracy.
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Fig. 14. Absolute relative errors for extrapolated low speed points. Left: mean values for map points with ηc460%, and for all map low N points. Right: maximum absolute
relative error. Note the different y-axis scalings of the plots. One of the maps did not have any point with ηc460% at the small N investigated.
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Appendix A. Nomenclature
Symbol
 Description
map
 compressor map

01
 compressor inlet station

02
 compressor outlet station

af
 air filter

c
 compressor

c0
 compressor at zero flow

cs
 compressor surge

ct
 compressor as turbine

fric
 friction

hpc
 high pressure stage

lpc
 low pressure stage

max
 maximum

min
 minimum

Πc;max=min
 max/min Πc during sc

sc
 surge cycle

std
 standard/reference

t
 turbine

ci
 choked inducer

tc
 turbocharger

th
 throttle

ΓΠcs
 ðΠc;max�Πc;minÞ=ðΠc;max�1Þ for sc

ZSL
 zero slope line, W40

SpL
 speed line

p
 pressure

Π
 pressure ratio

Πc0
 pressure ratio at zero flow

p̂
 pressure build up

Π̂
 pressure build up ratio
p̂0–p̂
 at zero flow

Π̂ c0–Π̂
 at zero flow

η
 adiabatic efficiency

Γ–Π
 ratio during surge

T
 temperature

Tq
 torque

W
 mass flow

W
 corrected mass flow

N
 shaft speed

N
 corrected shaft speed

Dc; Lc
 characteristic diameter and length
γ; cp
 gas properties

J
 inertia

t
 time
Wt
 W at turbine-asymptote

Π̂ ct
 Π̂ at turbine-asymptote

Kct
 turbine-asymptote parameter

C1;C2
 Ellipse eccentricity

Wmax
 maximum flow at Πc ¼ 0
W ZSL
 W at ZSL

Π̂ZSL
 Π̂ at ZSL

ΓΠcs
 modeled ΓΠcs
ci;j
 Ellipse model parameters
kij
 model parameters fitted normalized data from all
maps of the database
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